
 

AGENDA 

FINANCE COMMITTEE 

SANTA CRUZ – MONTEREY – MERCED 

MANAGED MEDICAL CARE COMMISSION 

 

 

 

DATE:       Wednesday, December 4, 2019 

 

TIME:       2:00 – 2:45 p.m. 

 

PLACE:    In Santa Cruz County: 

Central California Alliance for Health Board Room   

1600 Green Hills Road, Suite 101, Scotts Valley, CA 

In Monterey County: 

Central California Alliance for Health Board Room 

950 East Blanco Road, Suite 101, Salinas, CA 

In Merced County: 

Central California Alliance for Health Board Room 

530 West 16th Street, Suite B, Merced, CA 

 

********************************************************************** 

1. Call to Order.  2:00 p.m.  

A. Roll call 

2. Oral Communications. (2:00 – 2:05 p.m.) 

Members of the public may address the Committee on items not listed on today’s agenda 

that are within the jurisdiction of the Committee.  Presentations must not exceed five 

minutes in length, and any individual may speak only once during Oral Communications. 

If any member of the public wishes to address the Committee on any item that is listed on 

today’s agenda, they may do so when that item is called.  Speakers are limited to five 

minutes per item.   

3. Approve minutes of June 26, 2019 meeting of the Finance Committee.  (2:05 – 

2:10 p.m.) 

4. Proposed Payment Change.  (2:10 – 2:20 p.m.) 

5. Investment Portfolio Update. (2:20 – 2:30 p.m.) 

6. 2020 Budget Overview. (2:30 – 2:45 p.m.) 

 

Members of the public interested in attending should call the Alliance at (831) 430-

5523 to verify meeting dates and locations prior to the meetings.  

 

********************************************************************** 
The complete agenda packet is available for review on the Alliance website at http://www.ccah-

alliance.org/boardmeeting.html and at the Alliance’s offices. The Commission complies with 

the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Individuals who need special assistance or a 

disability-related accommodation to participate in this meeting should contact the Clerk of the 

Board at least 72 hours prior to the meeting at (831) 430-5523. Meeting locations in Salinas 

and Merced are directly accessible by bus. As a courtesy to persons affected, please attend the 

meeting smoke and scent free. 



 
 

 

  

FINANCE COMMITTEE 
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Meeting Minutes 
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Commissioners Present: 

Ms. Leslie Conner Provider Representative   

Ms. Elsa Jimenez County Health Director 

Mr. Michael Molesky Public Representative 

Mr. Tony Weber Provider Representative    

 

Commissioners Absent: 

Ms. Mimi Hall County Health Services Agency Director 

Supervisor Lee Lor County Board of Supervisors  

 

 

Staff Present: 

Ms. Lisa Ba Chief Financial Officer 

Ms. Stephanie Sonnenshine Chief Executive Officer 

Oksana Chabanenko Finance Administrative Specialist 
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1. Call to Order by Chairperson Michael Molesky.  (2:05- 2:06 p.m.)  

 

Chairperson Michael Molesky called the meeting to order at 2:05 p.m.  Roll call was taken. 

A quorum was present.  

 

2. Approve Minutes of February 27, 2019 meeting of the Finance Committee.  (2:06 – 2:07 

p.m.)    

 

FINANCE COMMITTEE ACTION: The minutes of the February 27, 2019 meeting of the 

Finance Committee were approved by acclamation.  Motion carried with 4 votes 

affirmative, 2 absent and was so ordered.   

 

3. May Year-to-Date Financials. (2:07 – 2:10 p.m.)  

 

Ms. Lisa Ba, Chief Financial Officer, updated the commissioners on the Alliance’s most 

recent financials.  As of the end of May 2019, our net operating loss stands at $39.1M or 

7.9%, which is $1.0M above our target loss.  The driver has been medical costs, specifically 

inpatient services.  While our enrollment has seen a decline, the per member per month 

(PMPM) medical cost is significantly higher than budgeted.  PMPM cost is the result of a 

combination of three factors: utilization, unit cost and care intensity.  And while since 2018, 

the Alliance has not granted any hospital increases, leaving the per diem unchanged, we 

have seen an upsurge in intensity and utilization, resulting in an increase in unit cost. 

 

The Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) is 101.1%, compared to the budget of 100.0%. The 

Administrative Loss Ratio (ALR), however, is below budget at 6.9% versus 7.8% budgeted.  

 

4.  Mid-Year Forecast. (2:10 – 2:34 p.m.)  

 

Ms. Ba reminded the Commissioners that the Alliance’s 2019 budget was developed in 

2018 and was based on data from 12 months ending July 2018.  Given this base period, the 

subsequent sharp membership decline of 3.0-4.0% we witnessed in September through 

February was not captured.  This caused the original 2019 projected membership numbers 

to be overestimated.  Since February; however, the decline curve has flattened, and the 

Alliance re-forecasted 2019 enrollment projection through December.  

 

The average membership in 2018 was 349,143; 2019 budget was projected at 346,130 and 

has since been adjusted to 337,481 based on recent figures. 

 

Commissioner Leslie Conner asked if the reduction is comparable in all three service area 

counties.  Ms. Ba stated that the biggest reduction was observed in child membership; 

therefore, Monterey County has seen the most significant drop.  Ms. Stephanie 

Sonnenshine, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), reiterated that with current uncertainty 

surrounding immigration in the nation, many parents might be reluctant to seek medical 

services for their children.  At the same time, she added, the California Department of 

Health Care Services (DHCS) is putting pressure on the counties to update their public 
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health plan redetermination criteria.  This has caused the counties to re-evaluate their 

processes and disenroll a number of individuals who failed to meet the requirements.  

 

DHCS also discourages health plan outreach to boost enrollment – it is considered the 

responsibility of the county.  Nevertheless, health plans have been maintaining a line of 

communication with the counties as both see the value in maintaining adequate population 

health coverage, which would require a measure of outreach.  Dialogue will also continue 

with the State to provide guidance. 

 

Ms. Ba moved on to 2019 forecast assumptions. The base for the assumption calculations 

was the 2018 actual performance as well as the first five months in 2019, which clearly 

reflect increasing medical cost trends.  The 2019 inpatient PMPM had been forecasted at 

$81.36 with an assumption of a 1.0% decrease in utilization and 2.0% increase in unit cost. 

The actual 2018 PMPM stands at $83.77, and goes up to $93.50 for the first five months of 

2019 – 12% over the budget.  The new data forces the Alliance to be more conservative in 

our June through December reforecast, planning for an increase in unit cost of 1.0% and a 

utilization decrease of 2.0%, as the high inpatient cost has become unsustainable and will 

need to be contained.  

 

Similarly, for emergency room services (ER), the projection for 2019 budget was $9.55 

PMPM with an assumption of a 2.0% decrease in utilization and a 5.0% increase in unit 

cost.  2019 actual cost is significantly higher at $10.41.  Hence, for the new ER projection, 

we are lowering our assumption of utilization decrease to 1.0%.  For physician services, 

2019 budget was $57.50; the rationale at the time of budget planning was to invest more 

robustly in primary care in order to avert subsequent spending in inpatient and ER.  In 

reality, the increase has been more modest – $53.09 PMPM, compared to 2018 actual of 

$50.93.  For the updated projection, therefore, the unit cost will be lowered by 2.0%.  

 

Pharmacy costs are performing well – $44.50 actual versus $45.28 budget – this comes as a 

result of the Alliance’s Pharmacy team’s continued commitment to maintaining the 

utilization level.  Updated projections stand at current level of utilization and a 5.0% 

increase to unit cost.  

 

Ms. Ba reiterated that the Commissioners’ focus should be on inpatient costs since they 

constitute one-third of the Alliance’s medical expenses.  The feedback from the Joint 

Operating Committees also indicates increasing member admissions to hospitals.  

 

Commissioned Michael Molesky agreed that it appears the hospitals are admitting sicker 

people, yet the cause of that is unclear.  The aging population, he opined, could play a role, 

especially the Seniors and Persons with Disabilities (SPD) population, which in the past 

used to account for close to 80.0% of the cost.  He questioned if the shift is due to higher 

utilization of services by this population. 

 

Ms. Sonnenshine confirmed that approximately 8.0% of members account for 75.0% of the 

Plan’s costs, many of them likely in the SPD aid category.  However, she added, that 

member subset could not account for the aforementioned 8.0% of the member population.  
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Members with pre-existing complex conditions are also a part of that group.  Performing 

analysis that would lead us to specific member populations or diagnoses that are driving 

costs is a challenging task, made even more complicated by the deficiencies of using claims 

data as the main source.  Ms. Sonnenshine expressed confidence that the performance 

improvement tool the plan is currently working on implementing will become instrumental 

in leading us towards actionable findings. 

 

Ms. Ba continued on with 2019 projections.  The January through June 2019 projections, 

based on actuals through May and projections for the month of June, show a loss of 

$46.5M, slightly over the budget of $45.1M. ALR, however, is 0.8% better than budgeted – 

at 6.9%.  The overall operating loss is projected at 7.9% versus the budgeted 7.6%.  

 

For the second half of the year, July through December 2019, the numbers are improved 

significantly due to the new rate effective July 2019 through December 2020.  This rate, 

announced in May 2019, represents a 9.6% increase, which is $108.0M annually.  Our 

original 2019 budget assumed a much more conservative 4.4% increase.  The improved rate 

will allow us to cut the loss and actually see a surplus in the second half of the year – $7.8M 

in income versus the budgeted $12.4M loss.  This will lower the MLR to 92.1% from 

94.8%.  Alliance staff is still committed to maintaining a low administrative ratio by seeking 

optimal efficiency and curtailing spending whenever possible.  The total July-December 

operating income is estimated at a positive 1.2% compared to the budgeted 2% loss. 

 

These figures, Ms. Ba affirmed, includes provider Care-Based Incentives (CBI) of $15.0M. 

In the past, the Alliance did not accrue for CBI throughout the year, but they are now being 

included to produce more accurate projections.  

 

Commissioner Elsa Jimenez inquired why the medical expenses in the second half of 2019 

are assumed at $15.0M below the first six months.  Ms. Ba explained this is due to the 

decrease in enrollment, since our current PMPM is negatively correlated with our revenue.  

 

The methodology the State used in calculating our July 2019 through December 2020 rate 

setting is based on 2017 data of costs and membership numbers.  As the new PMPM is set, 

it is multiplied by the effective enrollment count for the present month to arrive at the 

current revenue.  The State also includes members retroactively to the beginning of the year, 

when applicable.  

 

The overall mid-year projection for 2019 shows a loss of $38.7M, compared to the budgeted 

loss of $57.5M.  For reference, the 2018 loss constituted $89.2M.  The ALR has been 

forecasted to 6.8%, compared to 7.4% in the original 2019 budget and 7.7% in 2018.   

While the 2019 operating loss was inevitable, the State rate increase has allowed the 

Alliance to catch up with some of the recent medical cost increases and reduce the 2019 

projected loss from 4.8% to 3.2%.  

 

Our internal MLR target for 2020 and subsequent years is 92.0-93.0%.  Alliance staff also 

pledges to further reducing the ALR expense, not to exceed 6.0-6.5%.  The ultimate target is 

to break even with the revenue and, preferably, realize a net annual surplus of up to 2.0%.   
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Commissioner Conner asked if the hiring freeze for new positions is still in effect.  Ms. Ba 

clarified that that while there is not a hiring freeze, the general consensus within the 

company is to be conservative with assessing the need for new employees, even if positions 

had been budgeted.  The Chiefs and Directors have reviewed and re-evaluated all such 

budgeted positions; as a result, 30 vacant positions were eliminated from the recruitment 

roster.  The open positions remaining are either crucial to the Plan’s operations or are 

backfills.  

 

Ms. Ba proceeded to the subject of Tangible Net Equity (TNE).  Per 2019 budget 

calculations, the operating reserve at the end of 2019 would have been $6.0M below the 

Board required reserve (excluding Grants).  The updated 2019 projections estimate that the 

Plan will be $0.3M above that threshold.  

 

For reference, Ms. Ba also presented the Alliance’s cash position versus other local health 

plans using data as of March 31,
 
2019.  Our current actuals put the Alliance in fourth 

position at 9.43 times the State-required TNE; the 2019 budgeted TNE pushes us out 

slightly to 8.22 times or fifth place.  The current 2019 year-end projection is expected to 

bring us back to fourth place with 8.81 times the required TNE.  Even as the other health 

plan’s positions fluctuate month over month, the Alliance is still firmly in the top 60
th

 

percentile.  

 

Ms. Ba reiterated that the Alliance’s existing reserve is well sufficient to cover the losses in 

2018 and 2019.  The majority of the losses, as discussed earlier, are due to increased 

utilization and provider reimbursement changes in 2016, as the leadership made a conscious 

decision to utilize the surplus reserves to increase provider payments.  On the positive side, 

she noted, the State recognized a higher portion of our costs than originally anticipated, 

which will significantly reduce our bottom-line losses in 2019.  She emphasized that the 

new rate will be an 18-month rate versus the typical 12-month rate, as the State switches 

from Fiscal Year accounting to Calendar Year (CY).  Given the longer rate period, DHCS 

advised health plans to pay particular attention to effectively managing costs during the last 

six months of the period to ensure expenses do not exceed revenue. 

 

Ms. Ba assured the Alliance staff will continue the cost containment efforts with a goal of 

moving toward budget surplus and strengthening our reserves.  Business process 

management and operational improvement will support the Alliance leadership in 

maintaining our financial goals. 

  

4.  Investments and Liquid Holdings. (2:34 – 2:54 p.m.)  

 

The Alliance currently holds $399.4M in investments and $184.5M in cash for total assets 

of $583.9M.  Comerica bank currently holds the biggest portion of our liquid assets – 

$283.8M or 48% of our holdings – which includes investments as well as our operating 

account.  Significant portions are also held by Union Bank and Wells Fargo – $129.3M or 

22.1% and $108.3M or 18.5% respectively.  Smaller amounts are held in CalTrust and 
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Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF) – 6.5% and 4.2%. We invest primarily in short-term 

bonds with an average yield of 2.5%. 

 

The Alliance’s Finance team intends to revisit the investments and consolidate the funds 

into fewer accounts.  The Board has also expressed interest in transitioning the Alliance 

funds away from Wells Fargo due to the bank’s recent transgressions; this will be 

accomplished in stages as the funds become available to withdraw without penalties or 

losing interest.  A bigger portion of the Plan’s assets will also be allocated to the more 

secure LAIF and CalTrust accounts; the goal is to maintain at least one-third of our holdings 

between these two State funds.  The investment policy is presently under review and will be 

presented at the September Finance Committee meeting.  

 

Commissioner Tony Weber asked if there have been any significant changes to the 

Alliance’s overall cash position in the last six months to a year.  Ms. Ba reported that other 

than aforementioned operational losses, no major changes have occurred.  The last 

significant adjustment was in October 2018 when the Alliance paid back to the State 

$286.0M in Medi-Cal expansion MLR requirement. 

 

Commissioner Weber then inquired if, given the Plan’s apparently improving financial 

position, any consideration might be given to increasing the provider incentive pool going 

forward.  Ms. Ba explained that the consideration for incentive increase would be dependent 

on the Alliance’s ability to contain medical costs, which, to a great extent is reliant on 

provider performance.  She also remarked that while we are projecting a 1.2% Operating 

Income (OI) in the second half of 2019, this surplus will need to cover any potential cost 

increases through December 2020.  Meanwhile, our medical costs increase on average by 

5.0% every year.  Ms. Ba therefore reasoned that an increase would not be sustainable, 

unless it is based on improved provider performance resulting in a decrease in ER and 

inpatient medical costs. 

 

The Alliance’s past annual DHCS rate increases have ran within the range of 2.0-3.0%, yet 

we have not been able to contain expenses within that range.  While we received a 

significantly higher increase for the 2019-20 term, the new rate essentially credits the Plan 

for 2017 expenses, but the future trend of medical costs is still a concern: if our medical 

expenses go up at the same rate of 5% in 2020, the 1.2% OI will still leave us with a 3.8% 

operating loss.  The 2018 cost increase is yet to be accounted for in the 2018 Rate 

Development Template (RDT).  This RDT is due by July and will set the rate for the year 

2021.  The new State CY rate will be more convenient as it will match the Alliance’s budget 

cycle, but the 18-month revenue period will have to be managed with extreme discretion to 

avoid losses.  She assured the Commissioner, however, that the provider incentive matter 

will be taken into consideration.  

 

Commissioner Conner added that it would be tremendously helpful to the providers in terms 

of planning and budgeting to be notified of the projected incentive trend by September.  Ms. 

Ba stated that our current 2019 projections include a $15.0M provider incentive, which is 

the same amount as last year.  She disclosed, however, that as the numbers evolve, this 
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amount may be reconsidered: if our loss projections increase, the incentive matter will have 

to be taken to the Board to determine if the planned CBI budget is still sustainable.  

 

Ms. Sonnenshine asserted that upon finalization of the Plan’s budget, incentive information 

would be communicated to the providers without hesitation.  The CEO also remarked that 

when the CBI program was introduced, it was not intended to comprise a significant portion 

of providers’ reimbursement, but rather an incentive towards quality outcomes.  However, 

during the Alliance’s high-earning years, it was deemed practical to distribute additional 

revenue in the form of provider incentives.  Meanwhile, the $10.0-15.0M budget allocation 

is more in line with the original construction of the incentive program.  Based on this, 

Alliance staff is not inclined to recommend an increase to the incentive budget; however, 

the decision ultimately lies with the Board. 

 

Ms. Sonnenshine also brought to the Commissioners’ attention that as the Finance team 

worked with DHCS on the rate development process, State representatives noted the 

generous incentive amounts dispensed to providers in 2018 and questioned the rationale of 

the spending in the year of financial loss to the Plan.  The issue also lies in the fact that the 

State will not recognize expenses they deem unreasonable or unnecessary.  At the recent 

Local Health Plans of California meeting, the Governor’s staff put emphasis on averting 

unnecessary spending of Medi-Cal dollars unless they are directly focused on patient care.  

The Alliance therefore needs to ensure our incentive program is well founded and 

conservative and will be communicating this message to the providers. 

 

Commissioner Molesky asked how the value-based payments get distributed and if they are 

a part of Alliance’s revenue.  Ms. Sonnenshine explained that those are pass-through 

payments, which come directly from the State, attached to specific codes.  Value-based 

payments are not a part of the health plans’ revenue model and the health plans are at risk 

for them.  She added that the provider reimbursement system has become overly 

complicated in terms of the volume of various types of payments and it is currently being 

assessed for efficiency improvement.  

 

Commissioner Weber commented that from the providers’ standpoint, if the consideration is 

given to paying higher rates versus distributing incentives, the value-based 

payments/incentives are much more beneficial, while higher rates usually only result in 

higher pay back to the State.  

  

Ms. Sonnenshine acknowledged the preference, yet explained that the Plan is required to 

offer payments and the contracts to our partner clinics in the same manner as we do for 

private practice providers.  The Alliance therefore cannot build an incentive program that is 

not equally offered. Currently, a large portion of the Alliance’s clinic providers have elected 

to receive capitation and increased payments so our costs are higher even though the State’s 

cost remains flat.  The State has emphasized value-based payment on quality instead of fee-

for-service (FFS) based incentive. Due to the guidance provided by the State, the Plan is 

moving away from FFS incentives and towards programmatic measures.  The Alliance is 

mindful that will be a complicated mechanism to match up all the different requirements as 
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70.0% of our members are linked to the clinics; they are our strongest partner in delivering 

primary care to Medi-Cal patients.    

 

Commissioner Molesky commented on a recent study which appeared to challenge the 

effectiveness of incentive payments.  The study noted that while some positive trends were 

achieved in specialty access, the national trend showed unconvincing results.   

 

The CEO stated that the Alliance’s experience has actually been positive, albeit lengthy: the 

Plan’s 2018 performance in Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set in Merced 

County showed all measures moving to the 28
th

 percentile or above.  She maintained that 

incentive programs, which included performance feedback to practices compared to their 

peers, have shown positive results and strong provider engagement.  

 

4. Capitola Manor Update. (2:54 – 2:56 p.m.)  

 

Ms. Ba updated the commissioners on the recent progress with the Capitola Manor Skilled 

Nursing Facility.  Floor abatement was completed on June 1, 2019 and certified on June 21, 

2019.  The building is now mostly stripped, and the work is in discovery phase.  More 

information will be available in July and August.  The Board will be briefed in September 

on any new developments.  

 

She also noted that the Finance team is transitioning the Capitola Manor project to the 

Facilities department, which reports to the Chief Administrative Officer.  This is due to the 

approaching retirement Cost Efficiency Director, who is the current project owner. 

 

 

 

 

The meeting adjourned at 2:57 p.m. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Ms. Oksana Chabanenko 

Finance Administrative Specialist 



 
  

Financial Highlights for Month Ending September 30, 2019  

 

 The Operating Loss for all lines of business stands at $4.5M 

 Medical Expenses are unfavorable to budget by $3.6M or 3.7% 

 Administrative Expenses are unfavorable to budget by $0.6M or 8.5% 

 Fund Balance is $463.3M or 8.4 times the minimum Tangible Net Equity (TNE) required by 

the State 

 

 

Sep-19 YTD (In $000s) 

Key Indicators YTD Actual YTD Budget 
YTD 

Variance 

% Variance 

to Budget 

Membership 3,079,550 3,120,616 -41,066 -1.3% 

Revenue         906,411           899,136            7,275  0.8% 

Medical Expenses         906,704           882,896         (23,808) -2.7% 

Administrative Expenses           61,243            67,410            6,167  9.1% 

Operating Income         (61,536)          (51,171)        (10,365) -20.3% 

Net Income         (56,474)          (70,860)         14,386  20.3% 

  

   

  

MLR % 100.0% 98.2% -1.8%   

ALR % 6.8% 7.5% 0.7%   

Operating Income % -6.8% -5.7% -1.1%   

Net Income % -6.2% -7.9% -1.7%   

 

Membership.  September 2019 Member Months are unfavorable to budget by 2.3%.  By county, 

Monterey is unfavorable to budget by 5.7%, followed by Santa Cruz by 1.2% and Merced is 

Sep-19 (In $000s) 

Key Indicators 
Current 

Actual 

Current 

Budget 

Current 

Variance 

% Variance 

to Budget 

Membership 337,173 345,141 -7,968 -2.3% 

Revenue         103,707           102,243            1,463  1.4% 

Medical Expenses         100,545            96,927         (3,618) -3.7% 

Administrative Expenses             7,653              7,054             (599)  -8.5% 

Operating Income           (4,491)            (1,737)          (2,755) -100.0% 

Net Income           (4,373)            (3,894)          (479) -12.3% 

  

   

  

MLR % 97.0% 94.8% -2.2%   

ALR % 7.4% 6.9% -0.5%   

Operating Income % -4.3% -1.7% -2.6%   

Net Income % -4.2% -3.8% -0.4%   
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slightly favorable to budget by 1.6%.  The unfavorability in Member Months is primarily driven 

by the “Family/Adult 0-19” Category of Aid, which accounts for 38.5% of the decrease.   

 

Enrollment Actual vs. Budget (based on actual enrollment trend for Sep-19 YTD) 

 
 

 

Revenue.  September 2019 capitation revenue is $103.7M, which is favorable to budget by 

$1.4M or 1.4%.  An increase to the Adult Expansion Medical Loss Ratio (AE-MLR) Reserve 

was recognized in Sep-19 for claim expenses related to FY 17/18, reducing revenue by $1.4M 

due to additional claims paid which reduced the state reserve.  September 2019 year-to-date 

(YTD) capitation revenue is favorable to budget by $7.0M or 0.8%.  The YTD capitation 

revenue increased by $21.9M due to updated rates for SFY 2019-20 and increased utilization for 

Behavioral Health Treatment.  Revenue is partially offset by $14.9M in membership loss of 

41,066 or 1.3%. 

 

Sep-19 YTD Capitation Revenue Summary (In $000s) 

County Actual Budget Variance 
Variance Due to 

Enrollment 

Variance Due 

to Rate 

Santa Cruz     198,309  199,742      (1,433) (2,321)        888 

Monterey    396,947  392,631       4,316      (11,364)              15,680  

Merced 309,007  304,884          4,123    (1,226)                5,349  

Total   904,263  897,257     7,006              (14,911)              21,917  

 

Note: Excludes Sep-19 YTD In-Home Supportive Services premiums revenue of $2.1M  

 

 

 

Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19 Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19

Budget 358,322 358,296 358,492 358,722 348,397 354,465 347,406 347,030 346,708 346,424 346,117 345,579 345,141

Actual 349,072 344,809 343,727 341,449 341,226 342,195 345,253 344,185 344,194 343,270 342,896 339,158 337,173

Variance (9,250) (13,487) (14,765) (17,273) (7,171) (12,270) (2,153) (2,845) (2,514) (3,154) (3,221) (6,421) (7,968)

Variance % -2.6% -3.8% -4.1% -4.8% -2.1% -3.5% -0.6% -0.8% -0.7% -0.9% -0.9% -1.9% -2.3%
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Medical Expenses.  September 2019 YTD Medical Expenses are $906.7M, which is unfavorable 

to budget by $23.8M or 2.7%, with an MLR of 100.0%.  Inpatient Services (Hospital) are 

unfavorable by $40.0M or 15.7%, Inpatient Services (LTC) are unfavorable $6.4M or 6.3%, and 

Other Medical Costs are unfavorable by $18.8M or 13.2%.  Expenses are partially offset by 

Physician Services favorability of $24.8M or 13.8%, Outpatient Facility of $9.7M or 15.2%, and 

Pharmacy of $6.9M or 4.9%. 

 

Administrative Expenses.  September 2019 YTD Administrative Expenses are favorable to 

budget by $6.2M or 9.1%, with an ALR of 6.8%. Favorability is driven by Salaries, Wages and 

Benefits of $1.7M, Professional Fees of $1.4M and Supplies & Other of $2.1M. 

 

Non-Operating Revenue.  September 2019 YTD Total Non-Operating Revenue consists of 

$8.8M interest income, $5.1M unrealized investment gain, and $0.8M rental income for a total of 

$14.7M.  YTD Total Non-Operating Revenue is favorable to budget by $8.3M or 100.0%. 

Unrealized gains or losses will not be realized unless the bonds are sold prior to their maturity.  

The bonds have been bought with the intention of holding them to maturity.  If held to maturity, 

unrealized gains or losses would be completely reversed.   

 

Non-Operating Expenses.  September 2019 YTD Total Non-Operating Expenses of $9.6M 

compared to budget of $26.1M are favorable to budget by $16.5M or 63.0% due to the timing of 

grant payment disbursement.  There is currently $163.8M in the Grant program.  Non-Operating 

Expenses includes grant expenses.   

 

Non-Operating Revenue/Expenses.  September 2019 YTD Non-Operating Revenue of $14.7M 

was offset by $9.6M in grant distribution, resulting in a Net Non-Operating Income of $5.1M. 

 

Fund Balance.  The Fund Balance is now $463.3M, which is 8.4 times the minimum TNE 

requirement established by the State of $54.9M.  The Alliance’s reserves without grants are 

$299.6M, which is $3.1M or 1.1% below the reserve requirement established by the Board. 

 

Health Care Expense Reserve.  The Plan’s Health Care Expense Reserve is $302.8M, an increase 

from the prior reporting period of $0.5M.  This line on the Alliance’s Balance Sheet reflects 

three times capitation premiums and prior year adjustments.   

 

Directed Payments.  Directed payments in the amount of $73.3M were distributed to our 

partnered hospitals on October 18, 2019, as directed by the DHCS payment schedule. These 

include $31.7M in Private Hospital Directed Payments (PHDP) for the period of July 01, 2017 

through December 31, 2017; $13.5M in Public Hospital Enhanced Payments for Fee For Service 

(EPP FFS) for the period of July 01, 2017 through December 31, 2017; and $28.1M in Public 

Hospital Quality Incentive Payments (QIP) for the period of July 01, 2017 through June 30, 

2018. 

 

 

 



CENTRAL CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH

Balance Sheet

For Month Ending September 30, 2019

(In $000s)

Assets

Cash $133,572

Restricted Cash 301

Short Term Investments 403,016

Receivables 140,683

Prepaid Expenses 2,683

Other Current Assets 8,254

Total Current Assets $688,509

Building, Land, Furniture & Equipment

Capital Assets $80,452

Accumulated Depreciation (28,354)

CIP 2,112

Total Non-Current Assets 54,210

Total Assets $742,719

Liabilities

Accounts Payable $2,028

IBNR/Claims Payable 234,997

Accrued Expenses 1,695

Estimated Risk Share Payable 11,414

Other Current Liabilities 5,539

Due to State 23,699

Total Current Liabilities $279,372

Fund Balance

Fund Balance - Prior $519,821

Retained Earnings - CY (56,474)

Total Fund Balance 463,347

Total Liabilities & Fund Balance $742,719



CENTRAL CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH

Income Statement - Actual vs. Budget

For Month Ending September 30, 2019

(In $000s)

Actual Budget Variance % YTD Actual YTD Budget Variance %

Member Months 337,173      345,141      (7,968)         -2% 3,079,550   3,120,616   (41,066)       -1%

Capitation Revenue

Capitation Revenue Medi-Cal $103,439 $102,019 $1,420 1% $904,263 $897,257 $7,007 1%

Premiums Commercial 268              225              43                19% 2,148           1,879           269              14%

Total Operating Revenue $103,707 $102,243 $1,463 1% $906,411 $899,136 $7,276 1%

Medical Expenses

Inpatient Services (Hospital) $32,908 $27,906 ($5,001) -18% $294,295 $254,302 ($39,993) -16%

Inpatient Services (LTC) 12,410         11,107         (1,303)          -12% 107,503       101,104       (6,398)          -6%

Physician Services 14,456         19,714         5,258           27% 155,038       179,820       24,782         14%

Outpatient Facility 6,662           7,057           395              6% 54,027         63,741         9,715           15%

Pharmacy 15,042         15,540         499              3% 134,583       141,514       6,930           5%

Other Medical 19,068         15,602         (3,466)          -22% 161,258       142,415       (18,843)        -13%

Total Medical Expenses $100,545 $96,927 ($3,618) -4% $906,704 $882,896 ($23,808) -3%

Gross Margin $3,162 $5,317 ($2,155) -41% ($293) $16,240 ($16,532) 100%

Administrative Expenses

Salaries $4,238 $4,436 $198 4% $40,036 $41,757 $1,721 4%

Professional Fees 86                286              201              70% 1,380           2,804           1,424           51%

Purchased Services 933              884              (49)               -5% 7,482           7,848           366              5%

Supplies & Other 1,801           688              (1,113)          -162% 6,279           8,337           2,058           25%

Occupancy 68                133              65                49% 1,277           1,239           (37)               -3%

Depreciation/Amortization 527              626              99                16% 4,789           5,425           636              12%

Total Administrative Expenses $7,653 $7,054 -$599 -8% $61,243 $67,410 $6,167 9%

Operating Income ($4,491) ($1,737) ($2,755) 159% ($61,536) ($51,171) ($10,365) -20%

Non-Op Income/(Expense)

Interest $946 $667 $279 42% $8,805 $5,862 $2,943 50%

Gain/(Loss) on Investments -$349 (25)               (324)             100% $5,120 (225)             5,345           100%

Other Revenues 84                86                (2)                 -2% 780              771              9                  1%

Grants (562)             (2,885)          2,323           81% (9,643)          (26,098)        16,455         63%

Total Non-Op Income/(Expense) $118 ($2,157) $2,275 105% $5,062 ($19,689) $24,751 126%

Net Income/(Loss) ($4,373) ($3,894) ($479) -12% ($56,474) ($70,860) $14,386 20%

MLR 97.0% 94.8% 100.0% 98.2%

ALR 7.4% 6.9% 6.8% 7.5%

Operating Income -4.3% -1.7% -6.8% -5.7%

Net Income % -4.2% -3.8% -6.2% -7.9%



CENTRAL CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH

Statement of Cash Flow

For Month Ending September 30, 2019

(In $000s)

MTD YTD

Net Income (4,373)$                  (56,474)$                

Items not requiring the use of cash: Depreciation 527                        4,789                     

Adjustments to reconcile Net Income to Net Cash

provided by operating activities:

Changes to Assets:

Receivables (10,305)                  7,262                     

Prepaid Expenses 149                        (623)                       

Current Assets (164)                       (7,224)                    

Net Changes to Assets ($10,320) ($585)

Changes to Payables:

Accounts Payable ($992) ($29,266)

Accrued Expenses -                             (422)                       

Other Current Liabilities 244                        225                        

Incurred But Not Reported Claims/Claims Payable 86,779                   83,026                   

Esitimated Risk Share Payable 1,195                     (3,751)                    

Due to State 1,427                     (1,844)                    

Net Changes to Payables $88,652 $47,969

Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Operating Activities $78,332 $47,383

Change in Investments $802 9,559                     

Other Equipment Acquisitions (145)                       (2,697)                    

Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Investing Activities $657 $6,862

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents $75,143 $2,560

Cash & Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Period $58,429 $131,012

Cash & Cash Equivalents at August 31, 2019 $133,572 $133,572



 
  

Staff Report and Recommendation on the Proposed Medical and Administrative Budget 

for Calendar Year 2020 

 

Summary.  The Alliance is committed to putting forward a budget that ensures adequate funds for 

efficient and effective operations which also demonstrates fiscal responsibility including actions 

to address areas of unnecessary cost.   

 

General priorities guiding budget development are as follows: 

 

 Deliver on our mission to serve our members 

 Identifying areas for targeted improvement related to Revenue and Medical Expense 

 Continued improvement of Administrative Loss Ratio (ALR) through operational 

efficiencies and Financial Stewardship 

 Maintaining healthy Tangible Net Equity (TNE)  

 

Medical Budget.  Staff developed the proposed Medical Budget based on historical claims data, 

expected provider payments, and expected utilization based on experience and trend factors.    

The Medical Budget is developed by Category of Aid and is highly dependent on membership 

mix/acuity.  The base data used for budget development is the 12-month period ending July 31, 

2019, updated September 30, 2019.  In the event of any, yet unknown, program or funding 

changes that may materially impact the 2020 budget, such changes would be addressed in FY 

2020 financial forecasting or mid-year budget adjustments if necessary.  

 

Administrative Budget.  The goal for the Administrative Budget is to continue to improve overall 

cost structure while recognizing the need to invest in technology infrastructure in order to support 

targeted interventions to improve member outcomes and reduce medical cost.  A continued area 

of emphasis for staff in 2020 is to minimize, prevent, and eliminate unnecessary expenses.  

 

Total Budgeted Revenue, Medical Expense, and MLR% by Line of Business ($ Millions) 

Line of Business 
Budget 

Revenue 

Budget 

Medical Expense 

Medical Loss 

Ratio* 

Medi-Cal Non-WCM/IHSS $1,116.0 $1,068.5 95.7% 

Medi-Cal WCM 115.2                         130.8  113.5% 

Total $1,231.2 $1,199.3 97.4% 
*Does not reflect administrative budget of $85.1M 

 

Background.  In 2018, the Alliance experienced increased medical cost due to higher than 

anticipated utilization combined with underfunded costs due to the 2016 provider payment 

increases, and decreased revenue attributable to declines in membership and reduced rates from 

the State.  As a result, expenses exceeded revenue with losses which have continued into CY  

2019.  To address this, the Alliance strengthened its focus on improving overall spend through the 

implementation of operational efficiencies, departmental assessments, process improvement, and 

investment in technology infrastructure.  Staff forecast a CY 2020 operating loss of $53.2M.   
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Budget Assumptions 

 

Enrollment.  The 2020 budget assumes a 329,342 average annual membership, which reflects a 

3.4% annual decrease based on historical performance.  Base period for enrollment is October 

2018 through July 2019, updated September 30, 2019.  The 2020 budget does not include 

increases related to the expansion of eligibility to young adults due to the public charge 

requirement and possible negative affect on enrollment. 

 

Revenue.  The 2020 Budget assumes annual revenue of $1,231.2M, which is based on the 18-

month bridge capitation rates for SFY19/20 which are based on the CY 2017 Rate Development 

Template (RDT) and were effective starting July 1, 2019.  Medi-Cal revenue includes 

supplemental revenue associated with estimated Hepatitis C drug prescriptions and Behavioral 

Health Treatment utilization.  

 

As noted above, any as of yet unknown new programs or policies which may impact revenue are 

not factored into the 2020 budget.  This is most relevant when considering any potential impact of 

changes in federal Medicaid financing.  The Medi-Cal expansion population accounts for 23.5% 

of enrollment and 29.2% of revenue, whereas the Child population is 47.2% of enrollment and 

12.4% of revenue and the Seniors and Persons with Disabilities population accounts for 12.9% of 

enrollment and 22.7% of revenue.  The Whole Child Model (WCM) population accounts for 1.7% 

of the enrollment and 9.5% of the revenue.  Any significant change to federal Medicaid financing 

could have a material impact on revenue; however, staff is not aware of any current action that 

would have such a material impact in CY 2020.  

 

Medical Expense.  The 2020 budget assumes annual medical expense of $1,199.3M which is 

based on trended historical claims data by Category of Aid and Category of Service for August 

2018 through July 2019, with data paid through September 2019.   

 

Percentage distribution of CY 2020 Medical Budget of $1,199.3M.  All lines of business. 

 
* Inpatient Services (Hospital) is 50.8% of expenditure for WCM population. 
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The largest categories of service for the 2020 budget are Inpatient Services (Hospital) at 30.2%, 

Physician Services at 18.7%, Other Medical at 16.9%, and Pharmacy at 15.7%.  Please note in 

2021, the State of California has plans to carve in the Pharmacy benefit, which will result in the 

loss of the both the expense and associated revenue. 

 

Inpatient Services (Hospital).  Inpatient Services (Hospital) is budgeted at $362.7M or $91.78 

PMPM.  The non-WCM population is budgeted for a 0.0% change in cost per unit and a 1.0% 

increase in utilization, with the WCM population budgeted for a 2.0% increase in cost per unit 

due to increased acuity and a 2.0% increase in utilization. 

 

Inpatient Services (Long Term Care).  Long Term Care is budgeted at $137.9M.  The non-WCM 

population is budgeted for a 2.5% increase in cost per unit and a 1.0% increase in utilization, with 

the WCM population budgeted for a 2.5% increase in cost per unit and a 0.0% increase in 

utilization. 

 

Physician Services (including PCP, Specialty, FQHC, and Other Medical Professional).   

Physician Services is budgeted at $223.9M.  The non-WCM population is budgeted for a 1.1% 

increase in cost per unit due to increases in Physician Administered Drugs and a 2.2% increase of 

utilization in the clinical setting, with the WCM population budgeted for a 1.2% increase in cost 

per unit and a 3.1% increase in utilization, with the same drivers as the non-WCM population. 

 

Outpatient Facility.  Outpatient Facility is budgeted at $84.2M. The Non-WCM population is 

budgeted for a 2.0% increase in cost per unit related to Infusion and a 1.0% decrease in 

utilization, with the WCM population budgeted for a 2.0% increase in cost per unit related to 

Infusion and a 0.0% change in utilization. 

 

Pharmacy.  Pharmacy is budgeted at $187.9M.  The non-WCM population is budgeted for an 

annual drug increase of 5.0% and a 0.0% increase in utilization, with the WCM population 

budgeted for an annual drug increase of 5.0% and a 3.7% increase in utilization. 

 

Other Medical.  Other Medical is budgeted at $202.7M.  The non-WCM population is budgeted 

for a 0.0% change in cost per unit and a 3.3% increase in utilization for Laboratory/Radiology and 

Transportation, with the WCM population budgeted for a 1.9% increase in cost per unit for Home 

and Community Based Services and a 3.1% increase in utilization Laboratory/Radiology and 

Transportation.  Other Medical also includes $15.0M in provider incentives, $9.0M budgeted 

non-Medical Transportation, and $17.0M for non-Claim Health Care Cost. 

 

Administrative Budget.  CY 2020’s Administrative Budget is budgeted at $85.1M, which 

represents 6.9% of total budgeted revenue.   

 

The Alliance’s Administrative Costs have increased double digits each year from 2015 through 

2018, with the 2019 forecast reflecting an 8% decrease from the 2019 budget actuals due to 

higher than expected turnover post staff restructure and delayed implementation of Information 

Technology infrastructure projects.  Staff is making an active effort to improve organizational 

efficiency through departmental assessment and operational alignment of resources.  The CY 

2020 Administrative budget reflects a 5% reduction from the 2019 budget and staff is continuing 

to make efforts to curb administrative expense.  FTEs for the 2020 budget reflect a net reduction 

from the 2019 budget. 
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Non-Operating Income/(Expense).  Non-operating income includes income earned from 

investments, including real estate.  Non-operating income is budgeted at $9.5M for 2020.  Non-

operating expense includes payments for Board approved grants, paid from the grant program 

budget, previously allocated by the Board.  Grant related non-operating expenses for 2020 are 

$16.6M for scheduled grant distribution.  The net of non-operating income/expense is an expense 

of $7.1M. 

 

Summary of Results.  Overall, staff budget an operating loss for CY 2020 of $53.2M, with an 

MLR of 97.4% and an ALR of 6.9%.   

 

Staff estimates that at the end of 2020, the Alliance’s reserves will be approximately $249.4M, 

excluding the projected year-end remaining reserves allocated to the Medi-Cal capacity grant 

program of ($145.6M).  Total reserves including the grant program funds will be seven times the 

State required Tangible Net Equity (TNE) requirement of $54.0M.  Reserves excluding grant 

program funds will be five times the TNE requirement, and 81% of the Board’s reserve target of 

three months of capitation.   

 

Recommendation.  Staff recommend the Board approve the proposed CY 2020 Budget as 

follows: 

 

Medical Budget   $1,199,287,695 

Administrative Budget  $     85,129,884 

 

Reference Materials. 

1. Proposed Medical and Administrative Budget for CY 2020 

2. Capital Request and depreciation Schedule for CY 2020 
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Central California Alliance for Health
Proposed Medical and Administrative Budget for Calendar Year 2020     

2019 
Budget

2019 
Forecast

2020 
Budget 

Average Monthly Enrollment 346,130          339,157 329,342     (9,815)      -2.9%
Total Member Months 4,153,558 4,069,880   3,952,099  (117,781)  -2.9%

Revenues
Capitation Revenue: Medi-Cal $1,202.9M $1,219.8M $1,228.5M $8.7M 0.7%
Capitation Revenue: IHSS $2.6M $2.9M $2.8M ($0.2M) -6.4%
Total Revenues $1,205.4M $1,222.7M $1,231.2M $8.5M 0.7%

Medical Costs
Inpatient Services (Hospital) $337.9M $388.8M $362.7M ($26.1M) -6.7%
Inpatient Services (LTC) 134.4M 143.1M 137.9M ($5.3M) -3.7%
Physician Services 32.9M 208.8M 223.9M 15.0M 7.2%
Outpatient Facility 205.9M 69.9M 84.2M 14.3M 20.5%
Pharmacy Expense 188.1M 178.5M 187.9M 9.4M 5.3%
Other Medical 274.1M 214.0M 202.7M ($11.2M) -5.3%
Total Medical Costs $1,173.4M $1,203.1M $1,199.3M ($3.8M) -0.3%

Administration
Salaries, Wages and Benefits $55.8M $53.9M $54.4M $0.5M 1.0%
Professional Fees 3.7M 2.0M 2.7M 0.7M 37.3%
Purchased Services 10.4M 9.7M 10.2M 0.4M 4.6%
Supplies, Occupancy and Other 12.3M 9.4M 11.0M 1.7M 17.6%
Depreciation and Amortization 7.4M 7.1M 6.8M ($0.2M) -3.3%
Total Administrative Costs $89.6M $82.0M $85.1M $3.1M 3.8%

Total Costs $1,262.9M $1,285.1M $1,284.4M ($0.7M) -0.1%

Operating Income (Loss) ($57.5M) ($62.4M) ($53.2M) $9.2M 14.7%

Non-Op Income/(Expense)
Interest & Gains/(Losses) On Inv. $7.6M $17.4M $8.5M ($8.9M) -51.0%
Other Revenues 1.0M 1.0M 1.0M 0.0M 2.2%
Grants ($34.7M) ($13.9M) ($16.6M) ($2.7M) -19.4%
Total Non-Op Income/Expenses ($26.1M) $4.4M ($7.1M) ($11.5M) -259.3%

Net Income (Loss) ($83.7M) ($57.9M) ($60.3M) ($2.4M) -4.1%

Medical Loss Ratio 97.3% 98.4% 97.4% -1.0%
Administration Cost Ratio 7.4% 6.7% 6.9% 0.2%
Operating Income % -4.8% -5.1% -4.3% 0.8%

2020 Budget vs. 2019 
Forecast 



Central California Alliance for Health
Capital Request and Depreciation Schedule for Calendar Year 2020

DEPRE.
620 1600 GHR Replace Agin HVAC System 200,000$     5,000$              

1600 GHR BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS 200,000       5,000                
620 1800 GHR Roof Replacement & Deck 90,000         4,000                
620 Replace Aging HVAC system 140,000       8,167                
620 Tenant Improvements 400,000       26,667              

1800 GHR BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS 630,000       38,833              
620 Merced Parking Lot Gates & Fencing 75,000         5,625                

MERCED BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS 75,000         5,625                
820 NEC Phone System 1,500,000    150,000            

PHONE SYSTEM 1,500,000    150,000            
820 Enterprise Storage 300,000       75,000              
820 Lifesize Video Conference System 550,000       61,111              

TECHNOLOGY 850,000       136,111            

GRAND TOTAL - 2020 ADDITIONS 3,255,000$  335,569$          
Current Depreciating Assets 5,964,896         
Projects in Process - 2020 Forecast 542,341            

GRAND TOTAL - 2020 DEPRECIATION 6,842,806$       

DEPT. ASSET CLASS
CAPITAL 
REQUEST
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